how i

met your

martyr:

The narratives that underscored the first 40 years of
CLCs in Australia are changing.
It is no longer enough to want to “save the world” –
modern CLC workers require an approach that is
flexible, self-reflexive, accountable and evidence
based.

“Superhero” Model

This session explores how psychology and
archetypes can inform some of the challenges that
all services face - staff supervision, recruitment,
remuneration, succession planning and culture
change.

Richard Tagiston

In a decade awash with dark re-imaginings of comic
book icons, is there still a place for CLC
“superheroes”?

Challenging the CLC

Manager
Bunbury Community Legal Centre
& Community Mediation Service
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OUTLINE
The origins and cultural meaning of superheroes

Psychology and archetypes
Superheroes in 21st Century culture
What do CLC superheroes look like?
What are the problems?
Address CLC superheroism
A pdf of slides will be available by email
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Savior of the Universe

Flash (a-ah) He'll save every one of us

Flash (a-ah)

He’s A MIRACLE

KING OF THE IMPOSSIBLE

He's for every one of us

Stand for every one of us

He’ll save with a mighty hand
with a mighty

Flash

Just a man, With a man's courage
You know he's Nothing but a man

(who can never fail)

No one but the pure at heart,
May find the Golden Grail

“Flash” by Queen from Flash Gordon (1980)

Why superheroes? (or: how i met your metaphor)
For reasons we’ll explore, superheroes are one of the most dominant metaphors of our
age. They are familiar, recognisable and accessible. Frequently – usually unconsciously –
we characterise ourselves and others using language that draws on superhero
narratives:

“Look who
arrived to
save the day!”

“Thanks, you’re
a superhero”

“SHE’s A
WondeRwoman!”

“Thanks for posting
that, you’ve saved
my life”

Superhero narratives are extremely seductive and attractive in the ‘helping’ professions.
If guests at dinner parties tell you your job “must be so rewarding!”… your organisation
or sector is probably a superhero magnet.

ORIGIN
STORY

BIRTH OF THE SUPERHERO
There are characters we might consider “super-heroes” in the
storytelling traditions of almost every culture dating back
thousands of years…
The word superhero is less than 100 years old (1917) and stems
back to the appearance in American comic books of characters
such as Zorro (1919), The Phantom (1936), Superman (1938) and
Batman (1939).
“A superhero is a type of hero or saviour possessing
talents, supernatural phenomena, or
extraordinary talents
superhuman powers and dedicated to protecting the public.”
public
- Wikipedia

superhero
fun fact
#1

STATE OF ORIGIN
Superheroes originated between the World Wars and boomed
in the post WWII era.
In ways both obvious and subtle, comic books superhero
stories thematically responded to anxieties of the American
Century – war, nuclear power, political and economic turmoil,
human rights and identity.
Scholars and fans alike chart several ‘ages’ of comics:
Golden Age (mid 1950s to late 1940s), the Silver Age (1956 to
circa 1970), Bronze (1970 – 1985) and Modern Age (1986 to
present).
see The Meaning of Superhero Comic Books By Terrence R. Wandtke

superhero
fun fact
#2

What do superheroes mean?
Our shared cultural understanding of what superheroes ‘mean’ is cumulative. It is built up
over time in the written, visual, aural and musical ‘language’ of storytelling & myth making.
The lyrics and musical style of Queen’s “Flash” (1980) give us an representative snapshot
of the first 45 years of superhero narratives:
Savior of the Universe

save every one of us

KING OF THE
IMPOSSIBLE
.

Stand for every one of us

save with a mighty hand
(WHO can never fail)
No one but the pure at heart

Having a nuanced and critical
understanding the tropes,
patterns and themes of
fictional superhero narratives
is the basis for a deep
understanding of how they
might apply to the helping
professions.

is central to the narrative tension of the super hero genre

Superheroes show incredible
bravery and personal courage
Superheroes keep going where
ordinary mortals would give up.

Superheroes put themselves and
those around them at immense risk
Superheroes pay a high personal
price for their work

Superheroes can make impossible
decisions quickly and decisively

Superheroes wear the consequences
of their existential angst

Superheroes have attractive
abilities beyond any normal human

No mere mortal can understand the
unique challenges they face

Superheroes are figures of fame,
acclaim and aspiration

The nature of their work requires
disguise, seclusion or anonymity

“DARK SIDE”

“BRIGHT SIDE”

DUALITY

An important critical
theory approach is to
consider the sorts of
qualities and
behaviours that
superhero narratives
PRIVILEGE or
reward and those
they PUNISH or
discourage…

Strength
Certainty
Decisiveness
Taking action
Physical traits
Individualism
Individual initiative
Vengeance
Rule breaking
Rescuing
Lucky individuals (damsels)
Masculine
Western values

Weakness or vulnerability
Questioning
Deliberation
Wavering or no action
Mental or emotional traits
Group or team work
Systematic response
Justice or pacifism
Established channels
Non-hero assertiveness
Non differentiated groups
Feminine
‘Other’ values

KEY THEMATIC CONCEPTS
• Superheroes are not just ‘super human but ‘supra’ human –
above an actual human in ability and composition.
• The goal of most superheroes – to “save the world” – is
dramatic because it is a radical concept in our world.
• Superhero stories provide catharsis - the superhero salves the
sins of the world on a macro scale by taking decisive action at
a micro level.
• Superhero narratives may have universal appeal but they are
not value neutral – they are patterned after, and reinforce
particular identity, power, cultural, ethnic and gender roles.

A SUPERHERO

PSYCHE?
“It may sound absurd but don't be naïve
Even heroes have the right to bleed
I may be disturbed but won’t you concede
Even heroes have the right to dream
And it's not easy to be me”

- “It’s Not Easy (Superman)”, Five for Fighting (2001)

AN EVIDENCE BASE FOR superheroisM?
At this stage I’m hoping many of you are recognising
particular behaviours, traits or cultures from your own
experiences and working lives.
However as CLC workers in 2014 we understand that our
practice needs to be based on more than just anecdote – an
evidence base is important.

With that in mind - and without with a large degree of
simplification – let’s dip in to the psychological forces that
might explain our superhero impulses.
(See also: James Hillman and the field of Archetypal psychology)

THE HERO COMPLEX
Analytical psychology (Jungian psychology) identifies a number of discrete
‘complexes’ (core patterns in the personal unconscious organised around a
common theme or archetype). Some traits of the Hero Complex are:
• “The perception of one’s self as a hero whereas certain actions are considered to be
weird from the point of view of the social norms;
• The acceptance of one’s ‘heroic’ burden to carry;
• The constant complaints about one’s uneasy destiny and miscomprehension from the
part of the society;
• The noble impulse to come to rescue of the sufferers even when there is no necessity;
• The possible temporary auto-reclusion or the rejection from the part of the society.”
from: www.analyticalpsychology.wordpress.com

MASLOW’s HIERACHY OF NEEDS
Humanist psychologist Abraham Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs
(1943) is a well known theory of human motivation.
Typically presented in a pyramid, the hierarchy suggests one
way human needs are patterned. Once basic needs (food,
shelter) are satisfied, humans use each stage as a
foundation to meet needs further up the hierarchy.
Maslow believed that humans possess a set of
motivation systems unrelated to rewards or
unconscious desires.
www.simplypsychology.org/maslow.html

MASLOW’s HIERACHY OF NEEDS
The majority of people working in “that must be so
rewarding” sectors are motivated to some degree by a
desire to do work that meets for them some of Maslow’s
higher order needs.
It is not hard to see how behaviours we identity as
‘superhero’ could address some of these higher
order needs for many CLC workers.

KARPMAN DRAMA TRIANGLE
The drama triangle is a psychological and social model of human interaction in
transactional analysis first described by Stephen Karpman.

In Karpman’s analysis, people in
triangulated relationships seek out and
‘perform’ one of three different roles.
Persecutors, Victims and Rescuers are not
independent actors – they “feed off” the
behaviour of the other two. The actors can switch
between roles to keep those relationships in place.

KARPMAN DRAMA TRIANGLE
Most relevant to those in “helping” occupations or relationships, Karpman’s model
identifies (and gives a model for) the tendency of ‘helpers’ to behave as ‘rescuers’ –
either willingly, or by being ‘sucked in’ to the drama of their clients.
Karpman’s model supports the presence
of narrative archetypes, stating:
“Fairy tales help inculcate the norms of society into
young minds consciously, but subconsciously may
provide an attractive number of roles, locations and
timetables for an errant life script”
‘Fairy Tales and Script Drama Analysis’, 1968

www.karpmandramatriangle.com/pdf/DramaTriangle.pdf

THE MARTYR COMPLEX
Related to the Hero Complex, another Jungian archetype is the Martyr Complex:
Traits of the Martyr Complex are:
• “Life is considered to be a grave challenge, wherein the sufferings are the only way to
achieve one’s own aims;
• Attempts to influence other people by the demonstration of the ‘tortures’ that he/she
goes through;
• Tendency to the exhibition of one’s own poor state;
• Strong belief that all the sufferings will be compensated;

• Obtaining of pleasure in the moral and physical torments.”
from: www.analyticalpsychology.wordpress.com

THE MARTYR COMPLEX
Simplistically speaking…

If the ‘Hero Complex’ describes
the superhero in the role of
Rescuer…
The ‘Martyr Complex’ describes the
superhero migrating to the role of
Victim

GOING
DARK
SUPERHERO NARRATIVES
in 21st CENTURY culture

COMIC CULTURE GOES TO HOLLYWOOD
Although Superman (1978) and Batman (1989) were
significant hits in their time, Spiderman (2002) was the first
cinematic blockbuster of the modern superhero age.
It was marketed to a mainstream audience, rather than just
kids or comic / genre fans.

• 40 of the 50 top grossing superhero films of all time were
released since September 11, 2001.
• Nearly half of the biggest blockbusters each year are
now superhero franchise films.

superhero
fun fact
#3

NOLAN’s DARK KNIGHT TRILOGY
Batman Begins (2005)
The Dark Knight (2008)
The Dark Knight Rises (2012)

Loosely based on a late
1980s comic version of
the same name, director
Christopher Nolan’s Dark
Knight Trilogy grossed
$2.4 billion worldwide in
the last decade.

Critically lauded and highly influential to other filmmakers,
Nolan’s film have served as a template for ‘dark’ reboots and
re-imaginings of many film franchises .

THEMES OF THE DARK KNIGHT TRILOGY
• In every regard, the city of Gotham is a corrupt, broken and crumbling
system – it is a world where optimism and idealism goes to die.
• There are no easy solutions – Gotham’s problems are complex, structural
and endemic.
• For large stretches of all three films, Batman fails to improve things – and
the superheroes actions often make things worse, not better.
• Described as the first explicitly “post 9/11” superhero treatment, fear and
terror are the villain’s weapon of choice.
• All of the characters – both superheroes and supervillains – are deeply
psychologically damaged by their environment and the roles they play.
• By the end of the trilogy Batman looks more like a Martyr than a Superhero.

“No one cared
who I was, until I
put on the mask.”
“It’s not who we
are underneath,
but what we do
that defines us.”
“You either die a hero
or you live long
enough to see yourself
become the villain”

“Why so
serious?”

GOING DARK: FILM DEPICTIONS OF BATMAN

1966

1989

1997

2005

2016
Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice

GOING DARK: POPULAR DEPICTIONS OF SUPERMAN

1940s

1950s

1978

2006

2013

SUPERHEROES IN A POST ‘DARK KNIGHT’ WORLD
We won’t go back to the sunny, uncritical depictions of the 20th century
e.g. “You’ll believe a man can fly!” (Superman, 1978).
Mass audiences of popular superhero fiction don’t find plausible a superhero
whose job is easy. In many cases audiences actively want to see superheroes
tormented, brutalised and tortured (see also Mel Gibson’s Passion of the Christ
(2004), the 007 reboot Casino Royale (2006)).

All contemporary, popular treatments of superheroes (dramatic, comedic or
satirical) now foreground the loneliness, isolation, existential angst and
physiological turmoil that being a superhero entails.

THE Community LEGAL CENTRE

SUPERHERO

COMPLEX
“Well, I never was real or stronger than steel
I'm a figment of Freudian need …
But the image persists in the video mists
That a Superman still will be there.
I don't want to be like old George Reeves
Stuck in a Superman role…”
- ”Superman’s Ghost”, Don McLean (1970)

(TOWARDS) A DEFINITION OF CLC SUPERHEROISM
CLC superheroes…
…can be male or female, young or old, paid staff or volunteers.
…can be lawyers, managers, admin staff, board members and volunteers.
…are valued colleagues, friends, even ourselves.
My working definition – one I hope others will shape and build on – is:

“Motivated by a desire to “do good”, a CLC superhero considers
themselves exceptional. This belief justifies behaviour(s) that a
dispassionate observer would describe as pushing or breaking norms
and having a detrimental cost to the individual and/or their organisation.”

THE BENEFITS FOR CLC superheroes
We generally assume that people persist with behaviours that benefit them.
The ‘pay-offs’ or ‘kicks backs’ for CLC superheroes may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recognition and glory (“Paula is a real hero”)
Individual validation (“Paula is my hero”)
Self validation (“I’m a real hero”)
Moral certitude which puts self above reproach or
challenge (“I know I’m doing the right thing”)
Independence or lack of supervision
Able to create and or follow own rules
Lack of recognition / anonymity (“Nobody knows how good I am”)
Get to frame self in opposition or contrast to others or the system
Above reasons may diminish need for other benefits (e.g. remuneration)

The costs for CLC superheroes
Perhaps the defining trait of CLC superheroes is dismissing or minimising the
considerable personal impact on the ‘superhero’ individual:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No down time – being a superhero is a 24/7 responsibility
Scope of role is vast - not meaningfully defined by hours in the day, week or year
A ‘perfect’ or infallible standard is impossible to reach consistently and sustain
Requires considerable external validation, and…
Lack of sufficient recognition to meet need for validation, because…
Internal pay offs may not be organisational priorities
Approach is unyielding to circumstantial or operational needs or change, so…
Posture puts self in opposition or conflict with colleagues
Requires other actors to work in opposition to (creates enemies)
Exposes person to considerable profession risk and mental health risk

The ‘Benefits’ for CLCs organisations
Beyond a cultural affinity or feeling, CLCs may perceive some benefits
(real or imagined) from superhero behaviours or cultures:

• Superheroes *may* be (or may appear to be) extremely productive
• Superheroes *may* be willing to ‘carry’ unpaid duties
• Money tends to be less of a motivator, so CLCs may be able to pay
a superhero less than a comparable employee
• Superheroes tend to be most comfortable working without
supervision so will often be described as self-sufficient
• *Some* clients will think extremely highly of superheroes
• Superheroes *may* be seen to provide some sort of emblemic
value - to other staff and/or the community at large

The costs for CLC organisations
Like individual superheroes, CLCs tend to understate the costs and risks of superheroism:
• Because they run by their own code, superheroes are generally hostile to direction,
supervision and performance appraisal if it doesn’t fit their narrative, and…
• Have an appetite for personal and organisational risk
• Superheroes believe they are above, aside or apart from organisational rules,
expectations or policies, so…
• Superhero goals may be misaligned or inflexible with service provision
• They have a lack of self awareness and understanding of the needs of (most) others
• Are poor at delegating to, and collaborating with, others
• Superheroes set unrealistic expectations and a therefore a poor example for other staff
• Build frustration, resentment and bewilderment in other staff
• Thwart succession planning (a superhero imagines they will live forever)

What ENCOURAGES SUPERHEROISM IN CLCs?
• Perception of CLCs as seeking or needing ‘superheroes’
• Perception of community law as a ‘save the world’ profession
• Poorly articulated organisational goals and strategies
• Casual supervision structures
• Lack of competitive recruitment

• Weak leadership or a leadership vacuum
• Lack of succession planning by management
• Poor or unclear remuneration

• Lack of challenge to superhero behaviour and narratives

TIME FOR A CULTURAL ‘RE-BOOT’
As a mature sector (42 years of CLCs in Australia) we
are overdue to ‘catch up’ with the cultural zeitgeist.
It is no longer enough to want to “save the world”…
To rise to the challenges of the 21st Century we need
our services to be sustainable, safe and healthy.
For the future of our sector and the health of
organisations and people, we need to get serious
about the dangers of individuals and CLCs setting or
reinforcing superhero attitudes and examples.

Metropolis CLC

1987
Employee of the Year -1972

TIME FOR A CULTURAL ‘RE-BOOT’
If you encourage superheroes, you are putting
your organisation at risk
If you are reliant on superheroes, you have
significant capacity issues
If you are seeking superheroes, you are setting
your organisation up for a fall
If you think you are a superhero,
you can and should be part of the change…

TUGGING ON
SUPERMAN’S
CAPE
“You don’t tug on Superman’s cape
You don’t spit into the wind
You don’t pull the mask
off that ‘ol Lone Ranger
And you don’t mess around with Jim”
- “You Don’t Mess Around With Jim”, Jim Croce (1972)

5 STEPS TO ‘SAVING’ CLCs from SUPERHEROISM
Because superhero narratives are pervasive and unconscious, challenging
superheroism systematically will inevitably prompt some initial push back - from
superheroes and others.
In many “helping” environments there can be a culture of superhero behaviour:
… being treated deferentially
… being brushed off as a harmless exception
… being ‘worked around’ rather than addressed directly
… being treated as something that the individual has no control over
… not being identified at all

I’ve identified five broad steps for changing the culture…

1) CALL IT OUT: “HOUSTON, WE HAVE A PROBLEM”
• Educate your Centre – staff and board – on superheroism in helping sectors.
CLCs are welcome to use material from this presentation to help frame the issue – please
email me for more: manager@bunburyclc.com.au

• Identify the extent and impact of superheroism in your organisational culture and
operations. Understand the history, context and origins for your CLC.

• Name clearly the risks and opportunity costs it presents to your organisation and
staff – actual, perceived and potential.
• Identify, name and acknowledge superhero impulses in yourself and staff you
supervise.

• Eventually this will need to be a ‘whole of CLC’ exercise. If necessary, consider
engaging outside expertise in cultural change.

2) TURN THE PAGE: ‘we don’t DO superheroes’
• Explicitly state “We don’t seek, encourage or permit superheroes in this organisation
(anymore)”

• Change policies and practices that expect, encourage or enable superhero behaviour.
• Develop within policies and procedures some checks that name and thwart
superheroism from creeping back in.

• Acknowledge past superheroism and acknowledge the positive intent of the
motivation: “We know staff being willing to take on a 200% caseload was an
indication of how much you cared.”
• Draw a line under past behaviour by contextualising: “We used to permit practice x
for reason y – knowing what we do now, we now won’t practice x because of risks z”.

3) CHANGE YOUR LANGUAGE
Language matters – an awareness of language will lead to an awareness of practice
• Don’t promote your service to clients or stakeholders using imagery, language or
archetypes that feed into superhero archetypes.
• Encourage new narratives that are congruent with the vision your staff and services
wish to represent.

• Seek out, share and discuss with staff research or evidence that supports your
approach – self care, work/life balance, work/life separation, inclusive approaches.
• Find ways to reward and acknowledge staff that don’t feed into superhero attitudes
about work capacity, resilience and self reliance.
• Reward and acknowledge practice that is self aware and self regulating.
• Consider your recruitment approach, including screening questions.

4) BREAKING THE HABIT
• Walk the talk (congruence) – ensure that all staff actions, particularly Managers,
Principal Solicitors and Boards, model what behaviour is culturally acceptable.

• Where the talk is not walked, name the behaviour as superheroism, identify it as an
outlier and have a plan for preventing it in the future.
• Avoid the temptation to ‘go to the Bat signal’.
Having ‘exceptions to the rule’ is a classic example of superhero thinking.
• Acknowledge that superhero behaviours may have an instinctual or habitual element
– support staff who find this challenging behaviour to change.
• Enforce policy and procedures – name and address behaviour that doesn’t follow
through.
• Consider superheroism an unacceptable or undesirable ‘ism’ for your CLC

5) SECTOR REFORM: ‘we don’t NEED ANOTHER HERO (HERO)’
• Challenge superhero attitudes or expectations in your networks in the CLC sector –
regional, state and nationally.

• Only design programs and seek funding or tenders for services that can be fulfilled
by humans.
• Use contact with funders and key influencers to promote honest, realistic and
sustainable models in the sector.
• Use recruitment and employment network opportunities to
correct impressions about the sector
eg the perception of CLCs wanting ‘superheroes’

YOUR Questions,
Comments &
SUGGESTIONS

manager@bunburyclc.com.au
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An editable version of this
presentation - including the
music animations and fonts is
available for CLCs on request.
This allows you to play it for
staff, edit content or otherwise
make use of the material to
suit your Centre.
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